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Abstract: In this paper we analyze an equilibrium search model with three sources for wage and
unemployment differentials among workers with the same (observed) human capital but different
appearance (race): unobserved productivity (skill), search intensities and discrimination (Becker 1957)
due to an appearance-based employer disutility factor. Because they affect the earnings distributions
differently, empirical identification of these potential sources for the explanation of wage and
unemployment differentials is possible. We show that the structural parameters of the model, including
the firm’s disutility from certain workers, are identifiable using standard labor market survey data. We
demonstrate identification using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. Estimation of
these parameters by matching moments from a sample of black and white high school graduates
implies: a) blacks have a 9% lower productivity level than whites; b) the disutility factor in employer’s
preferences is one-third of the white's productivity level; and c) 50% of firms have a disutility factor
in their utility toward blacks.
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1. Introduction
Substantial evidence exists on large wage differentials across workers with the same
observable productive characteristics (human capital, experience, etc.) but with different appearance
(race, gender, etc.). In addition, wage differentials are often accompanied by unemployment rate and
job duration differentials. For example, among young male high school graduates the average hourly
wage for blacks is about 15% lower than the equivalent for whites. And the unemployment rate of
blacks is twice that of whites (17% vs. 9%).1 Two common explanations for these phenomena are
unobserved productivity differences and discrimination. The main difficulty is to empirically distinguish
between these explanations, since standard reduced form wage regressions cannot separately identify
unobserved productivity and discrimination effects (Eckstein and Wolpin, 1996). Using readily
available data there is a need for a structural model that distinguishes between the effects of
unobserved productivity and discrimination by identifiable parameters.2
In this paper we analyze an equilibrium labor market search model that contains both
discrimination and skill differences among workers of different appearance.3 We follow Becker's
(1957) theory of discrimination by assuming that there exists a positive fraction of firms/managers that
have a disutility taste parameter toward workers with a certain appearance, called type B workers.
These workers may also have a lower productivity (skill level) than the other type of workers, type A.
Workers search for jobs while unemployed and while they are working. Job offer rates are lower for

1

See table 1 below. The empirical literature on the economics of discrimination is vast and largely
emphasizes the earnings gaps as surveyed by Cain (1986). In the case of racial differences Donohue and Heckman
(1991) emphasized the convergence pattern of the black-white wage gap between 1960 and 1980. Chay and Lee
(1997), and the literature cited there, indicated that convergence stopped in the 1980's with the mean wage gap
remaining between 15 and 20 per cent. Most recent discrimination research has focused on better controlling for
productivity differences between blacks and whites. Neal and Johnson (1996) found that a large portion of the
black-white wage gap can be explained by differences in skill as measured by AFQT scores. However, Chay and
Lee found a substantial gap remains even under their attempt to control for unmeasured productivity differences.
2

Alternatively, the availability of firm data on productivity matched with worker data on wages helps to
differentiate between these two explanations (see e.g. Hellerstein and Neumark 1995).
3

The model is based on the Mortensen (1990) equilibrium search model. Bowlus (1997) used this model
to study male-female wage, turnover and duration differentials. Bowlus, Kiefer and Neumann (1998) used the same
framework to study black-white wage and duration differences.
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less productive and disliked workers (type B). Employers maximize utility (a function of profits and
any disutility) by choosing a wage for workers depending on their skill and appearance. In equilibrium
the utility from each type of worker is equalized across like firms. The steady state earnings
distributions and unemployment durations are solved endogenously for workers of different appearance
and skill.
Using the analytical solutions for these distributions, we show that the disutility taste
parameter, the fraction of firms with this parameter and the skill differential can be identified using
standard labor market survey data. This is possible because unobserved productivity differences and
discrimination affect the earnings distributions in distinctly different ways. That is, the presence of
discrimination implies the existence of kinks in the earnings distribution, while productivity differences
imply a particular stochastic dominance between the earnings distributions of the worker types. Even
without productivity differences, the model predicts wage and unemployment differentials that are
consistent with the main facts presented for blacks and whites. That is, the mean wage offer and mean
earnings of type B workers are lower than those for type A workers, and the unemployment rate and
mean unemployment duration are higher for type B workers.
The empirical relevance of this model depends on the possibility of identifying the parameters
related to discrimination and skill differences from standard available data as well as matching the main
facts. We use data on black and white male high school graduates from the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth (NLSY). The data consist of workers’ unemployment durations, job durations, and
wages. The unemployment and wage differentials in the sample are consistent with evidence from
many other sources including the evidence on AFQT scores in Neal and Johnson (1996).
Matching first moments from this data with predicted moments from the model we estimate
the structural parameters. The estimated parameters fit the mean unemployment and wage differentials
observed in the NLSY sample and are consistent with the model. Both discrimination and skill
differences are important in explaining the black-white wage and unemployment differentials. We
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estimate that the productivity level of blacks is 9% lower than that of whites. This number is strikingly
close to the 7.4% productivity difference estimated using standard earnings functions with AFQT
scores as done by Neal and Johnson. Given that AFQT is not a full measure of ability differences, our
results are quite plausible. Furthermore, we estimate that 50% of the firms have disutility from
employing blacks, and their disutility factor is 33% of the white productivity level.
The combination of search and discrimination in our model is most closely related to Black
(1995). In Black's equilibrium search model a fraction of firms refuse to hire some workers on the
basis of appearance. This leads to a lower reservation wage for those workers and hence a lower mean
wage. Our model deviates from Black's in two important ways, first the disutility from hiring type B
workers is allowed to be low enough such that all employers hire type B workers albeit at a possibly
lower rate, and second workers are allowed to search both on and off the job. Both aspects are
important for our results.
In our model we assume that the fraction of firms that have disutility from certain workers is
a fixed proportion of the potential employers. Hence, there is no infinite number of potential firms that
do not have this disutility and, therefore, the Arrow (1972) critique of Becker (1957) does not hold.
That is, there is no infinite supply of firms that can enter the market and in the long run make the
proportion of firms with a disutility effectively zero. Moreover, the presence of search friction in the
model allows firms to have monopsony power, and therefore, the discriminatory behavior survives in
equilibrium.
In the next section we describe the model and section 3 discusses its properties and their
relation to the data. In section 4 we discuss identification, the data and show the estimation results.
Since the estimates imply discrimination is a factor, we conduct an analysis of equal pay policies in
section 5. In comparing worker types of equal productivity we find that equal pay policies do not
necessarily eliminate the wage differential. If discriminatory hiring practices are in place, equal pay
policies may reduce but cannot eliminate the wage differential between type A and B workers.
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However, if the equal pay policy is supported by equal offer rates and employment rates for the
different worker types, wages and unemployment will be equalized. This result is in contrast to the
result by Coate and Loury (1993) who use a version of the statistical discrimination theory studied
initially by Arrow (1973). In their model affirmative-action policies may imply that equally productive
workers are perceived by employers to be unequally productive.4
2. The Model
There are M workers divided into two types: (1-2)M are type A and 2M are type B. The
worker types differ by appearance as well as productivity. Type A (B) workers have productivity level
PA (PB), where PA $ PB since we assume that type A workers may have a higher skill level. Firms are
managed by owners, and they maximize utility that depends on profits and the owner/manager
preferences over the types (A and B) of workers. A fraction (d of the owners/managers have a linear
disutility d when having a type B worker (labelled as disutility firms) and 1-(d firms do not have a
disutility (labelled as non-disutility firms). The number of firms is normalized to 1. 2 and (d are
exogenously given.
The arrival rates of offers from the firm types vary across worker type and state of employment.
We assume that both firm types respond to productivity differences by searching less intensively for
the lower productivity type. We also assume that disutility firms search less intensively for type B
workers than non-disutility firms because of their distaste for type B workers. In the model these rates
are all exogenous.5 The arrival rate of offers to unemployed (employed) type A workers from both firm
types is 80 (81), and it is assumed that workers search more intensively while unemployed than while
employed, 80 > 81.

4

There is a large theoretical literature on discrimination. Coate and Loury (1993) provided a nice survey
of this literature and the results on affirmative-action policies.
5

Robin and Roux (1997) endogenize the arrival rates in the Mortensen (1990) model. This important
extension complicates the model but, given their work, is not expected to change our main results given the way
we set the arrival rates below.
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The difference in arrival rates between type A and B workers due to productivity differences
is governed by a proportional factor µ, 0#µ#1. Firms put less effort into their search for less
productive workers, hence, only if PA=PB do we set µ=1. This last case implies a model of
discrimination only. The difference in arrival rates between type A and B workers due to disutility is
governed by a proportional factor k, 0#k#1. Disutility firms put less effort into their search for type
B workers, the workers they dislike. Then, only if d=0 (or (d=0) do we set k=1, resulting in a model
with pure productivity differences. If k=0, disutility firms do not search for and, therefore, do not hire
type B workers. If k=1, the search intensities for type B workers by disutility and non-disutility firms
are the same. In general, the arrival rate of offers to unemployed (employed) type B workers by nondisutility firms is µ80 (µ81) and by disutility firms is µk80 (µk81). For simplicity the job destruction
rate, *, is assumed to be the same for all workers and firms.6
Firms
Managers maximize utility (U) by setting wages for type A and B workers taking the
reservation wages and wage offer distributions as given. Firms are allowed to only post one wage offer
for each worker type. That is, wage offers can be conditional on worker type but not on the state or
current wage of a worker. Utility is additive in worker type. For non-disutility managers Un is equal
to the firm's profit function.
U n(wA,wB) ' (PA&wA) lnA(wA) % (PB&wB) l nB(wB)

(1)

where wi is the wage offered to type i workers by the firm and lni (wi) is the steady-state labor stock of
type i workers for a non-disutility firm offering wage wi (i=A,B). For disutility managers Ud is equal
to profits minus the disutility (d>0) they receive from employing type B workers:
Ud(wA,wB) ' (PA&wA) ldA(wA) % (PB&d&wB) ldB(wB).

6

This assumption is relaxed when we estimate the model.

(2)
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We assume d is small enough such that disutility firms receive positive net utility from employing type
B workers.
Workers
Workers maximize utility over an infinite horizon in continuous time by adopting a reservation
wage strategy that is state dependent. The reservation wage while employed is the current wage, w.
That is, the optimal strategy of an employed worker is to accept any outside wage offer greater than
the current wage. The reservation wage while unemployed is solved by equating the value of
unemployment with the value of being employed at the reservation wage. The value of being
unemployed depends on the value of non-market time and the value of future possible states. These
include receiving and accepting an offer from a non-disutility or disutility firm. If no offer is received
or if an offer is rejected one continues to receive the value of being unemployed. Thus, the value of
unemployment for a type A worker, VAU, is given by

A

n

A

A

(1%$ dt)VU ' b dt % 80(1&(d) dt Ew max(VE (w),VU )
d

A

A

A

% 80(d dt Ew max(VE (w),Vu ) % (1&80 dt)VU

(3)

where $ is the rate of time preference and b is the common value of non-market time. It is the sum of
the value of non-market time, the probability of getting a job offer from a non-disutility firm and the
expected value of that offer, the probability and the expected value of getting an offer from a disutility
firm, and the probability and value of remaining unemployed.
Likewise the value of being employed is a function of the current wage and possible transitions
such as accepting an outside offer and moving to another firm or having a job destroyed and moving
to unemployment. The value of being employed at wage w (independent of firm type) for a type A
worker, VAE(w), is given by
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(1%$ dt) VEA(w) ' wdt % 81(1&(d) dt Ewn) max(VEA(w )),VEA(w))
% 81(d dt Ewd) max(VEA(w )),VEA(w)) % *dt VUA
%

(4)

(1&(81%*) dt) VEA(w).

It is the sum of the current wage, the probabilities and expected values of job offers from non-disutility
and disutility firms, the probability and value of losing a job and the probability and value of remaining
employed at wage w.
The value functions for type B workers differ from equations (3) and (4) because of arrival rate
differences and possible wage offer differences. They are given by
(1%$ dt) VUB ' b dt % µ 80(1&(d) dt Ewn max(VEB(w),VUB) %
d

B

B

B

µ k80(d dt Ew max(VE (w),VU ) % (1&(µ 80(1&(d)%µ k80(d) dt) VU

(5)

and
(1%$ dt) VEB(w) ' wdt % µ 81(1&(d) dt Ewn) max(VEB(w )),VEB(w))
% µ k81(d dt Ewd) max(VEB(w )),VEB(w)) % *dt VUB

(6)

(1&(µ 81(1&(d)%µ k81(d%*) dt) VEB(w).

%

Because expectations are taken over wage offers, the worker’s value functions are a function
of the wage offer distributions of the firm types. Let Fni (w) (Fdi (w)) be the endogenously determined
wage offer cumulative distribution function (cdf) of non-disutility (disutility) firms for type i (i=A,B)
workers. These need not be the same, and in general are not, across the worker types. The reservation
wage while unemployed for a worker of type i is the value of ri that solves the equation, VEi (ri)=VUi . For
the value functions given here, rA and rB are given by (see Mortensen and Neumann (1988))
4

rA ' b %

(80&81) ((1&(d)(1&FnA(w)) % (d(1&FdA(w)) )

m $%*%8 ((1&( )(1&F A(w)) % ( (1&F A(w)) )
rA
n
d
1
d
d

dw

(7)

8
and
4

rB ' b %

m

µ (80&81)(1&(d)(1&FnB(w)) % µ k(80&81)(d(1&FdB(w))

rB

B

B

$%*%µ 81(1&(d)(1&Fn (w)) % µ k81(d(1&Fd (w))

dw.

(8)

For the sake of simplicity, without loss of generality, we assume that $ is equal to zero.
Equilibrium
We use the following standard equilibrium conditions (e.g. Mortensen (1990)) to solve for the
steady state equilibrium wage offer distribution and labor supply:
a) The reservation wages of the two worker types are utility maximizing given their respective
wage offer distributions.
b) The flows of workers in and out of each state are equal.
c) Un is equalized across non-disutility firms and, given the reservation wage strategies of both
worker types and the wage offer strategies of the disutility firms, Un is maximized.
d) Ud is equalized across disutility firms and, given the reservation wage strategies of both
worker types and the wage offer strategies of the non-disutility firms, Ud is maximized.
Because the utility functions are additive in worker types and firms are setting type-specific
wage offers, the equilibrium can be solved as if the workers were in separate markets. That is, one can
solve for the steady state flows and equilibrium wage offer distributions for type A and B workers
separately.
Flow Conditions
In steady state the flows of workers in and out of unemployment and employment at each firm
type must be equal. The flow of type A (B) workers into a firm offering wage wA (wB) must be equal
to the flow out. Let UEi be the steady-state number of type i unemployed workers and Gi(wi) be the
fraction of type i workers earning wi or less in steady-state (i=A,B), that is, Gi(wi) is the earnings cdf.
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Because the arrival rates are the same, the type A labor supply stocks are equal (lAn(wA)=lAd(wA)=lA(wA))
and the flow condition for each firm type is the same:
80UE A % 81G A(wA)((1&2)M&UE A) '
A

A

*l A(wA) % 81(1&(d)(1&Fn (wA))l A(wA) % 81(d(1&Fd (wA))l A(wA).

(9)

The left hand side of equation (9) represents the inflow of type A workers to a firm paying wA and the
right hand side the outflow. Disutility and non-disutility firm’s labor stocks of type B workers are not
equal at a given wage because of arrival rate differences. The equilibrium flow conditions that
determine the labor stocks of type B workers in non-disutility and disutility firms are, respectively,
given by
µ 80UE B % µ 81G B(wB)(2M&UE B) '
B

B

B

B

B

(10)

B

B

(11)

*l n (wB) % µ 81(1&(d)(1&Fn (wB))ln (wB) % µ k81(d(1&Fd (wB))l n (wB)

and
µ k80UE B % µ k81G B(wB)(2M&UE B) '
B

B

B

*l d (wB) % µ 81(1&(d)(1&Fn (wB))ld (wB) % µ k81(d(1&Fd (wB))l d (wB).

UEA, UEB, GA(wA) and GB(wB) can also be solved from flow conditions. Equations (12) and
(13) equate the flows out of and into unemployment for type A and B workers, respectively.
80(1&(d)(1&FnA(rA)) UE A%80(d(1&FdA(rA)) UE A ' *((1&2)M&UE A)

(12)

B
µ 80(1&(d)(1&FnB(rB)) UE B%µ k80(d(1&Fd (rB)) UE B ' *(2M&UE B)

(13)

The flow conditions that relate the offer distributions and the earnings distributions are given in (14)
and (15). The left hand side of each equation gives the steady-state number of workers who receive
acceptable wage offers below w from unemployment, and the right hand side contains the number of
workers with wages below w who exit to unemployment or to higher paying firms.
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[80(1&(d)(FnA(wA)&FnA(r A))%80(d(FdA(wA)&FdA(rA))] UE A '
A

*G A(wA)((1&2)M&UE A) % [81(1&(d)(1&Fn (wA))%

(14)

A
81(d(1&Fd (wA))] G A(wA)((1&2)M&UE A)

[µ 80(1&(d)(FnB(wB)&FnB(rB))%µ k80(d(FdB(wB)&FdB(r B))] UE B '
B

*G B(wB)(2M&UE B) % [µ 81(1&(d)(1&Fn (wB))%

(15)

B
µ k81(d(1&Fd (wB))] G B(wB)(2M&UE B)

Together equations (9)-(15) imply expressions for the labor stocks, unemployment levels and
earnings distributions in terms of the wage offer distributions of the firms. We turn our attention now
to the solution of the equilibrium wage offer distributions for type A and B workers. The separability
of the production function and the supply of labor enables us to analytically solve the equilibrium wage
distribution for each type of worker independently.
Wage Distribution: Type A Workers
Let FA(wA) be the fraction of all firms paying wA or less to type A workers
F A(wA) ' (1&(d) FnA(wA) % (d FdA(wA).

(16)

Because the utility from type A workers is equal across the firm types, the wage offer distributions for
type A workers are the same, i.e. FAn(wA)=FAd(wA)=FA (wA). In addition, no firm offers a wage below the
reservation wage, since these offers would always be refused, i.e. FA(rA)=0. Substituting these
conditions into equations (9), (12) and (14) and solving for the labor stock function yields
A

A

ln (wA) ' ld (wA) ' l A(wA) '

(1&2) M 60 (1%61)
(1%60) (1%61(1&F A(wA)))2

(17)

where 60=80/* and 61=81/*. FA(wA) is solved from the condition that utility is equalized across
managers, that is
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(PA&rA) l A(r A) ' (PA&wA) l A(wA).

(18)

Substituting in the labor stock function and solving for FA(wA) yields
F A(wA) '

1%61
61

& (

1%61
61

)(

PA&wA
PA&r A

1

rA # wA # whA

)2

(19)

where whA is the highest wage paid to type A workers.7 The reservation wage, rA, is solved for by
substituting FA(wA) into equation (7) and whA from FA(whA)=1. The resulting expressions are

rA '

(1%61)2 b % (60&61)61 PA
(1%61)2 % (60&61)61

(20)

and
whA ' PA & (

1 2
) (PA&r A).
1%61

(21)

The earnings distribution, GA(wA), can be solved from equation (14) and is given by
G A(wA) '

1
1 PA&rA ( 2 )
[(
) &1]
61 PA&wA

rA#wA#whA.

(22)

Figure 1 presents the earnings distribution function of type A workers. The convexity of this function
implies that the density is monotonically increasing.8

7

The wage offer distribution equilibrium is the same as in Mortensen's (1990) model with homogeneous
firms and workers.
8

This result is inconsistent with data on wages. The model would therefore need to be modified to
empirically implement its full estimation. One possibility is to introduce firm heterogeneity in the form of
additional types (e.g., Bowlus, Keifer and Neuman (1998)). Extending the model to include discrete firm
heterogeneity does not affect the main results of this paper, and therefore, for simplicity, we maintain the single
productivity level assumption.
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Wage Distribution: Type B Workers
To solve for the type B wage distribution we follow Mortensen (1990) and show the
distribution must be segmented for all 0#k#1 with disutility firms only offering low wages and nondisutility firms offering higher wages.9 Formally we state it in proposition 1.
Proposition 1: If 0#k#1, then there exists an equilibrium that satisfies:
µ k60(1 % 6B1 ) 2M

B

ld (wB) '

B

B

(1%60 ) (1%µ k61(d(1&Fd (wB))%µ 61(1&(d))2

µ 60(1 % 6B1 ) 2M

B

ln (wB) '

B

whd # wB # whB

B

(1%60 ) (1%µ 61(1&(d)(1&Fn (wB)))2

1%6B1

& (

1%6B1

)(

PB&d&wB

rB # wB # whd

(23)

(24)

1

)2

µ k61
µ k61 PB&d&rB
F (wB) '
1%µ 61
1%µ 61(1&(d) PB&wB 12
)(
& (
)
µ 61
µ 61
PB&whd

rB # wB # whd

B

(25)
whd # wB # whB

and
60
G B(wB) '

[(

PB&d&rB

61 6B0 PB&d&wB
60

B

(1%61 )

1

r B # wB # whd

) 2 &1]

PB&whd

1
2

(
[
) &1]
B
61 60 (1%µ 61(1&(d)) PB&wB

(26)
whd # wB # whB

where whB is the highest wage offered to type B workers; whd is the highest (lowest) wage offered to
type B workers by disutility (non-disutility) firms; 6Bi = µ6i(1-(d) + µk6i(d (i=0,1); and FB(wB) is the

9

The assumption of a proportional reduction in the offer arrival rates is more restrictive than needed for
this proposition to hold. A sufficient and more general condition for segmentation is k1#k0 where k1 (k0) is the
disutility firm’s reduction in the type B worker’s offer arrival rate while employed (unemployed).
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market wage offer distribution, the fraction of all firms paying wB or less to type B workers (FB(wB)=(1(d)FBn(wB)+(dFBd(wB)).
Proof: See Appendix A.
Figure 1 presents the segmented type B earnings distribution. The shapes and locations of the
type A and B distributions are different, due to both discrimination (d and (d) and the productivity
differential, but in different ways, which enables us to identify these parameters. In figure 1 we have
depicted the type A distribution as stochastically dominating the type B distribution. In the next section
we prove that this is a property of the equilibrium.10
3. Equilibrium Properties11
Wage differentials
Wage differentials between type A and B workers, as well as unemployment rate and duration
differences, can be generated in this model through three main mechanisms: productivity differences,
search intensity differences and discrimination. In this section we present several propositions
describing the main features of the equilibrium in section 2. The first key result is that the type A
earnings distribution stochastically dominates the type B distribution.
Proposition 2: If PB#PA, 0#µ#1, and 0#k#1, then rB # rA; GA(w)#GB(w) for all w; and the
mean wage offer and mean earnings for type B workers are lower than those for type A
workers.
Proof: See Appendix A.
The relationship between the earnings distributions is depicted in figure 1. The lower wages
for type B workers stem from their lower productivity level, lower arrival rates, and the influence of

10

The wage distribution is also segmented if there is discrete firm heterogeneity. The segments are
ordered according to net productivity levels (productivity - disutility). In this case a disutility firm with high
productivity level may offer a higher wage than a non-disutility firm with a low productivity level.
11

The properties of this section hold in the presence of discrete firm heterogeneity.
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disutility firms on the shape of the wage offer distribution. The latter implies that type B workers have
lower wages even if their arrival rates and productivity levels are the same as type A workers. Arrival
rate differences do imply an added effect of hindering the movement of type B workers up their wage
offer distribution relative to type A workers. This, in turn, drives the earnings distributions further
apart.
Because discrimination is a common explanation for wage differentials, proposition 3
establishes the effects of the disutility parameter, d, and the fraction of disutility firms, (d, on the wage
differential.
Proposition 3: The wage differential between type A and B workers is positively related to d
and (d.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Thus, the wage differential is a function of the disutility parameter, unlike in Black's (1995)
model where only the fraction of disutility firms matters and the competitive framework where no
differential emerges only segregated firms. Here complete segregation, i.e. firms with only type A
workers, occurs only if µ or k equals zero. As long as k and µ are greater than zero, the labor stocks
of all firms are composed of both type A and B workers. If k is less than one, then the fraction of type
B workers at disutility firms is less than 2, the population proportion, and the fraction at non-disutility
firms is greater than 2.12 Of course, the productivity differential also affects the wage differential. A
widening of this differential widens the wage differential. In addition proposition 4 characterizes the
ordering of the productivity and wage differentials.
Proposition 4: If the only difference between types A and B is the productivity level, then the
mean wage differential between the types is lower than the productivity differential.

12

In making these compositional comparisons we assume that the placements of the firm in the type A
and B wage offer distributions are the same. That is, FA(wA)=FB(wB) for all firms. Without this assumption it is
not possible to make comparisons across firm types with respect to labor stock composition.
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Proof: See Appendix A.
This is a general point that says that search selection for jobs implies that mean wage differentials are
lower than the difference in productivity.
Unemployment differentials
The different job offer arrival rates to type A and B workers generate differences in
unemployment rates and average unemployment and job durations. If the search intensities for the
worker types differ, the effective arrival rates of job offers are different across the worker types. The
arrival rate of offers while unemployed for type A workers is 80, while it is µ80(1-(d)+µk80(d for type
B workers. Since all wage offers are accepted during unemployed search and the arrival processes are
Poisson, unemployment durations are exponential with means 1/80 and 1/(µ80(1-(d)+µk80(d) for type
A and type B workers, respectively. If 0#k<1 or 0#µ<1, the mean duration of unemployment is higher
for type B workers. Unemployment rates, ueA and ueB, are found by solving equations (12) and (13)
for UEA and UEB and dividing by (1-2)M and 2M, respectively. A comparison of the two yields the
following relationship:

ueB '

µ 80(1&(d)%µ k80(d
*%µ 80(1&(d)%µ k80(d

$

80
*%80

' ueA.

(27)

Job spell durations are also governed by exit rates. The average exit rates for type A and type B
workers are, respectively, given by
wh A

m

rA

and
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where gi(wi) is the probability density function of the earnings distribution, Gi(wi), for type i workers
(i=A,B). The expression (1+x)*ln(1+x)/x is increasing in x. Therefore, since 61 $ 6B1, the average exit
rate for type A workers is greater than that for type B workers. A higher average exit rate implies
shorter average job spell durations for type A workers. Thus, the model is able to generate not only
wage differentials but also many of the duration and rate differentials often found in conjunction with
wage differences. Note, however, that if there are no search intensity differences (k=1 and µ=1), the
mean durations, average exit rates and unemployment rates are equal.
Profit differentials
Because of the presence of d, the total utility a disutility manager receives from hiring type B
workers is lower than that received by non-disutility managers.13 This is true even if the arrival rates
are the same (k=1). Since the utility from hiring type A workers is the same across the firm types, this
results in a lower level of utility overall for disutility managers.14 Profits for non-disutility firms are the
same as the utility of a non-disutility manager posting wage offers (wA,wB), and therefore, profits are
equalized across non-disutility firms. Profits for disutility firms do not equal the utility of their
managers because of the disutility. Across the firm types profits are the same from type A workers,
but not from type B workers. Proposition 5 characterizes the properties of the profit functions.

13

This relationship is easiest seen by comparing the utility of a disutility and a non-disutility manager
offering wage whd to type B workers. The disutility manager has a lower per worker utility because of the presence
of d and, if k<1, a lower labor stock of type B workers as well.
14

If arrival rates were tied to total utility then this ordering may give some justification, besides
prejudicial behavior, for disutility managers to offer lower arrival rates to type B workers.
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Proposition 5: The profit function of disutility firms is non-decreasing in wB for rB#wB#whd.
Disutility firms earn lower profits than non-disutility firms.
Proof: See Appendix A.
This last result is a general finding in the discrimination literature - that is disutility firms make
lower profits. Arrow (1972, 1973) criticized Becker's (1957) model for not being sustainable in the
long run because with free entry non-disutility firms can buy out disutility firms. Note that the key
assumption here is that there exists a positive fraction of the population of firms that have disutility
from type B workers. If there are infinitely many non-disutility firms, then this assumption would not
hold.
4. Identification, Data and Estimation
In this section we first show that we can differentiate between discrimination and unobserved
productivity differences by identifying all of the underlying parameters using NLSY data. We examine
the data and show that they are consistent with recent work on discrimination. Using moments of this
data we provide estimates of the model’s parameters.
Identification
The ability to differentiate between unobserved productivity differences and discrimination in
our model is possible because each affects the earnings distributions of type A and B workers
differently. To see this it is helpful to examine the pure productivity case (d=0) and the pure
discrimination case (PA=PB) separately. The earnings distributions for type A and B workers are shown
in figures 2 and 3 for the pure productivity and pure discrimination cases, respectively. Note that in
the pure productivity case the locations of the distributions differ, but their shapes are similar. This is
not true in the pure discrimination case. Here a kink emerges in the type B earnings distribution at
GB(whd). Thus while the earnings distributions for type A workers are the same under the two cases,
they substantially differ for type B workers.
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In the pure productivity case (figure 2) the distance between the two distributions is governed
by the difference in PA and PB. In addition, µ determines the curvature of the type B distribution
relative to the type A distribution. The larger the reduction in search intensity, the less convex the type
B distribution is. In the pure discrimination case (figure 3) the distance between the two distributions
is influenced by the disutility parameter d as it affects the reservation wage of type B workers, the
highest wage paid to type B workers, and the lower portion of the type B earnings distribution, i.e., all
wages paid by disutility firms, including the location of the kink point. The kink is also directly related
to the fraction of disutility firms in the market, (d. And finally the curvature of the lower portion of the
type B earnings distribution relative to the type A distribution is influenced by k, the reduction in search
intensity for type B workers by disutility firms.
The differing shapes of the type B earnings distributions lead to strong predictions regarding
trends in the wage differential as one moves up the earnings distribution. That is, as one examines
higher percentiles of the earnings distribution different predictions emerge as to the direction the
differential is moving. These are outlined in proposition 6.
Proposition 6: In the pure productivity case with µ=1 the wage differential between type A and
B workers increases as the earnings percentile increases. In the pure discrimination case with
k=1 the wage differential increases as the earnings percentile increases until GB(whd), after
which it decreases.
Proof: See Appendix A.
When both unobserved productivity differences and discrimination are present (figure 1), it is not
possible to sign the direction of the wage differential. However, it is clear that only if discrimination
is present can the wage differential fall.
Because of these differential effects wages can be used to identify the productivity and
discrimination parameters. They can also help with the identification of the arrival rate parameters.
However, the main source of identification for the arrival rates comes from information on durations
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and transitions across states. Type A worker’s durations and transitions are governed by, and therefore
can identify, the main arrival rate parameters of 80, 81 and *. The rates, durations and transitions for
type B workers are functions of their effective arrival rates µ80(1-(d)+µk80(d and µ81(1-(d)+µk81(d
and *. Thus, differences in rates, durations and transitions across the types identify the parameter
combination µ(1-(d(1-k)). Since µ and (d can be identified from wage data, k is then recoverable from
any duration or transition difference across type A and B workers.15
We have shown that unobserved productivity differences and discrimination affect the earnings
distribution differently in our model and can therefore be identified. It should be noted that a necessary
condition for identification is that there exist some firms with no disutility for type B workers, that is
(d < 1. Otherwise, if (d = 1, one cannot distinguish between two cases: (i) a market with unconstrained
unobserved productivity differences and d=0 and (ii) a market where d is positive and equal to the
productivity difference in the first case. However, these extreme cases are of no particular interest.
An alternative specification is where type B workers are of two productivity types - PB and PB d, while type A workers are only of one type. This case is not equivalent to ours as the productivity
differences now all reside with the workers and are not specific to any firm. It resembles the pure
productivity case with PB replaced by the expected productivity of type B workers and, therefore, does
not result in a kinked distribution. To retain the kinked distribution feature it is necessary to assume
that type B workers are only less productive at a certain fraction of firms, (d. In this case worker
productivity is firm specific. An explanation is needed as to why type B workers are less productive
at some firms than others, when type A workers are equally productive at all firms. One possibility is
the claim of customer discrimination. In this case the analysis would be the same as in our model. An
alternative explanation is to assume segmented markets for type A and B workers with some low

15

For the case of an extended model with discrete firm heterogeneity, identification is still possible. The
main conditions are that the unobserved productivity differences are the same for all firms and the disutility
parameters are the same for all disutility firms as in the current model.
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productivity firms only offering wages to type B workers. However, this leads to segregated firms and
is not consistent with a single market endogenously producing wage differentials.
Data
For estimation we use standard labor market wage, duration and transition data from the NLSY
covering the period between 1985 and 1988. To maintain a more homogeneous sample in line with
our model we restrict our sample to black and white males who graduated from high school between
1978 and 198416 and have not pursued further education nor served in the military over our sample
period. Each respondent must have been interviewed in 1986 and must either be employed in a fulltime job ($ 35 hours per week) in the private sector in April 1985 or, if unemployed, have found a
private sector full-time job before December 1988 and must not have spent more than half a year’s
time (> 26 weeks) out of the labor force in each year between 1985 and 1988. These latter restrictions
are common in the search literature when only 2 labor market states are modelled as they ensure a
sample that is actively participating in the labor force. For each respondent we collect his state of
employment in 1985, wage, job duration, transition following the job duration (either job-to-job or
employment to unemployment) and any unemployment durations prior to or following the job duration.
A complete description of the data and information collected is given in Appendix B.
Table 1 contains a comparison of mean values for each of these components across blacks and
whites.17 For this group of young black and white males several differentials emerge. Black males
have an unemployment rate that is twice that for white males with a mean unemployment duration that
is 2 months longer. Their mean job duration is shorter and a higher fraction of their jobs end in
unemployment. In addition, the mean weekly earnings for black males is 85% that of white males.

16

GED recipients have been dropped.

17

Appendix B contains a description of how these means are calculated.
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Thus, within the framework of our model we define white males as type A workers and black males
as type B workers.
The data in the NLSY exhibit a black-white wage differential that is consistent with other
studies (see footnote 1). Note that our sample is fairly homogeneous given the age and graduation
restrictions and our direct control for gender and education. As stated in the introduction standard
reduced form wage regressions cannot separately identify unobserved productivity differences and
discrimination effects. One approach in the reduced form literature has been to look for proxies for
productivity differences in the data. With respect to the NLSY Neal and Johnson (1996) have, for
example, studied the relationship between wages and AFQT test scores. They found that AFQT scores
are a significant determinant of wages and explain 63% of the black-white wage differential after
controlling for education.18 Table 2 presents analogous results for our sample. In column 1 of table
2 we report the overall black-white wage differential to be explained using log wages.19 Age
differences are controlled for in column 2. This does not lead to a reduction in the black-white wage
differential for our sample. In column 3 we include AFQT scores and their square.20 Even though our
samples differ21 it is worth noting how close our results match those of Neal and Johnson. After
controlling for AFQT scores they found blacks still earn 7.2% less than whites, down from 19.6% with
controls for age and education. In our sample controlling for AFQT scores reduces the black-white
wage differential from 16.9% to 9.5%. Treating the test scores as a measure of skills that translate into

18

AFQT explain 75% of the black-white wage differential in the absence of education controls. Since we
control for education, we compare our findings to those in Neal and Johnson with education controls.
19

For the regressions in table 2 we combine all weekly wage observations in our sample.
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As in Neal and Johnson we use age-adjusted AFQT scores from the 1989 version. On average blacks
in our sample score 39.44 points lower on the AFQT than whites. Neal and Johnson reported nearly the same
value for their sample at 39.25. The scores used in the regressions have been standardized to have a zero mean
and a standard deviation of one.
21

Neal and Johnson used only those workers who graduated from high school before 1981, include all
levels of final education, and examine wages from 1990 and 1991.
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productivity differences through a production function and assuming workers are paid their marginal
products produces an estimate of a 7.4% average unobserved productivity differential between white
and black high school graduates.
It is not clear if the AFQT scores measure ability or other ethnic and cultural differences
between individuals. However, even if we agree to the Neal and Johnson approach of using AFQT
scores as a measure of pre-labor market factors affecting productivity, there is still a substantial wage
gap that has to be accounted for. In the next sub-section we estimate the productivity differences
jointly with discrimination without using the AFQT data. It is of interest then to compare our estimates
to those from the regression estimates using AFQT scores.
Estimation
Using the data described above we estimate the structural parameters of our model. The
estimation is based on matching first moments of unemployment and wages to the moments predicted
by the model.22 This is a simple way to demonstrate the identification of the discrimination and
productivity parameters and to check whether the model can match the observed wage and
unemployment differentials. At this stage the specification of the model is not rich enough to be
interesting to fit the entire densities of wages and durations by maximum likelihood, as in Bowlus,
Kiefer and Neumann (1995,1998) and van den Berg and Ridder (1998). However, because we are
matching means, moving to a more complicated setting with firm heterogeneity is unlikely to have
much effect on our results. This is because in the presence of firm heterogeneity the means of the
earnings and wage offer distributions can be written as functions of the homogeneous means evaluated
at the average productivity level plus a term involving the productivity distribution itself (Bontemps,
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In a cross-country study Ridder and van den Berg (1998) also used moments (from aggregate data) to
estimate the Mortensen (1990) model and showed that for many countries the results are similar to those found
using maximum likelihood on panel data.
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Robin and van den Berg, 1997). 23 In addition Bowlus, Kiefer and Neumann (1998) showed that the
parameter estimates related to durations and transitions, i.e. the arrival and destruction rate parameters
are not sensitive to specifications of the productivity distribution.24
Using the mean moments from table 1 instead of densities, we set up a just identified system
of equations.25

In order to match the black unemployment rate as well as the black mean

unemployment duration we allow the job destruction rate * to vary across worker type in the
estimation. To start we identify 80 from the mean unemployment duration for whites. As stated
before, any difference in unemployment rates, durations or transitions can identify µ(1-(d(1-k)). We
use the difference in mean unemployment durations to estimate this parameter combination. Equation
(27) shows that we can estimate *A and *B from the unemployment rates of whites and blacks,
respectively. The fraction of completed white job spells that end in a transition to unemployment is
used to estimate 81. We could have also used the mean job duration for whites. However, we found
that it was difficult to find a parameter set that could match all of the remaining moments if we used
job spell durations.26
Turning to the wage moments we simplify the model by assuming that a minimum wage is
effective. The main reason is that without measurement error in wages the lowest observed wages are
the consistent estimators for the reservation wages. This assumption is not compatible with rA > rB and,
therefore, we adopt the minimum wage model. The only difference from the model above is that the

23

We thank Gerard van den Berg for pointing out this result to us.
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Bowlus, Kiefer and Neumann (1998) estimated the Mortensen (1990) model using the empirical
cumulative density function of wages and found the arrival and destruction rate parameter estimates were
unchanged from those estimated using the model’s implied analytic solution for the distribution of wages.
25

Since we do not intend to test the quality of the fit we do not report standard errors. The calculation
of standard errors in this case is complicated by our use of percentile wage differentials in our set of moments and
would require the use of bootstrapping to recover the covariance matrix for the moments.
26

Bowlus, Kiefer and Neumann (1998) also found the model has a difficult time matching the mean of
the job duration distribution in conjunction with the other relationships in the data.
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minimum wage, w, is now the lowest wage offered by firms and is known a priori. We set the weekly
minimum wage at $134.00. PA is identified from the mean earnings of whites. Four remaining wage
moments are used to identify PB, d, (d and µ. They include the mean earnings of black workers, the
mean wage offer of black workers, and the median and 75th percentile wage differentials between
black and white workers of 0.831 and 0.862, respectively, from the earnings distributions. Note that
the differential is decreasing as the percentile increases. From proposition 6 we know that this type
of relationship is only consistent with the model if discrimination is present in the labor market. And,
finally, given µ and (d we can recover k from our estimate of µ(1-(d(1-k)). The following restrictions
on the parameters are imposed: PB>d+w, PA>w, d$0, 0#(d#1, 0#µ#1, 0#k#1, 80>0, 81>0, *A>0 and
*B>0.
Estimation of the parameters allows us to distinguish between the competing hypotheses for
the observed wage differential. On the one hand, if d=0 and k=1 or if (d=0, then the differences
observed in table 1 between black and white males can be attributed to productivity differences only.
On the other hand, if PA=PB and µ=1, then discrimination is the only source for differences between
blacks and whites in the sample.
Column 1 of table 3 shows the parameter estimates that result from the above process. The
parameter estimates indicate that productivity, discrimination and search intensity differences play
significant roles in the determination of the wage differential. The productivity level of blacks is 91%
that of whites. In line with this all firms search slightly less intensively for blacks with µ at .95. We
find that 50% of the firms are disutility firms with a disutility level (d) that is 33% of the white
productivity level. Disutility firms are also found to substantially reduce their search efforts for black
workers with k at .47. It is interesting to note that while disutility firms make up 50% of the market,
they employ only 10% of black workers (GB(whd)=.101). The arrival rates while employed are high
enough that most blacks are able to move out of disutility firms and into higher paying non-disutility
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firms. However, they have a much higher job destruction rate than whites and therefore spend more
time in unemployment.
In columns 2 and 3 of table 3 we present the estimates assuming models of pure discrimination
and pure productivity differences, respectively. When the restrictions PA=PB and µ=1 are in place, the
disutility parameter falls but the fraction of disutility firms rises substantially. In contrast, when d=0,
(d=0 and k=1, the productivity differential increases only slightly but the reduction in search is now
much larger with µ at .73. Given the particular specification of the model and the equilibrium
distributions, this latter case is equivalent to the case with no productivity differential (PA=PB) and all
firms are disutility firms ((d=1). That is, we can match perfectly well both cases to the same set of
moments. However, testing which of the models is a better approximation of reality, requires more
elaborate econometric methods.
Our estimate regarding the unobserved productivity differential of 9% is close, but larger than,
the 7.4% calculated using the regressions with AFQT scores. This unobserved productivity differential
estimate explains 60% of the black-white wage differential in the data. In percentage terms this is very
close to what the AFQT scores explain in both our data and in Neal and Johnson (1996).
5. Equal Pay Policies
As we have seen, even if worker types are equally productive, the presence of disutility firms
in the labor market generates wage differentials if firms are free to set wage offers conditional on
appearance. This differential is widened if, in addition, the disutility firms search less intensively for
type B workers. In this section we examine the effects of imposing equal pay restrictions on the firms.
That is, each firm must post and pay only one wage. To focus and simplify we do so within the pure
discrimination model (PA=PB=P and µ=1). There are two cases. The first case is where the offer
arrival rates are equal across firms (k=1). The existence of disutility firms does not justify this case
as possible without policy intervention such as anti-discriminatory hiring legislation. The second case
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is where search intensities are different (k<1). In each case we restrict the job destruction rates to be
equal (*=*A=*B).
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Equal Pay When Offer Rates Are Equal
Because the arrival rates are equal, the labor supply behavior of the worker types is the same.
The only difference between the firm types is their expected utility per worker: P for a non-disutility
firm and P(1-2)+(P-d)2=P-2d for a disutility firm. Like the wage offer distribution for type B workers
in section 2, the equilibrium wage offer distribution (for both type A and type B workers), F(w), is
segmented with the disutility firms offering lower wages than the non-disutility firms.
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In this case blacks and whites face the same wage offer distribution as well as the same arrival rates
and therefore have the same reservation wage and mean wage offer and earnings. The wage
differential is eliminated under equal pay.
To illustrate the effects of equal pay, we return to our empirical example in section 4. In table
2 we presented estimates of the pure productivity model allowing k to vary and the *'s to differ. Here
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we have assumed k=1 and *A=*B. To account for this aspect we impose these additional restrictions
and estimate the pure discrimination model without equal pay. The resulting parameter estimates are
the same as those in the original pure discrimination case (column 2, table 2) with the following
exceptions: *B=.0047, d=55.73 and (d=.9150. If we now impose equal pay on the firms, the mean
earnings of whites falls from $270.17 to $264.46 and the mean earnings of blacks increases from
$230.26 to $264.46.27 White workers are hurt by the equal pay legislation while black workers gain.
Interestingly both firm types are indifferent to the policy change. The increase in wages they must now
pay to black workers is exactly offset by the decrease in wages to white workers.
Equal Pay When Offer Rates Are Not Equal
When disutility firms practice discriminatory hiring (k<1), imposing an equal pay policy does
not necessarily result in an elimination of the wage differential. Suppose we take an extreme example
of disutility firms refusing to hire type B workers (k=0).28 Then, in the absence of equal pay legislation
the equilibrium is the same as in section 2 with k set equal to 0. With disutility firms not offering
wages to type B workers, the non-disutility firms now operate in the entire wage range for type B
workers from rB to whB. The resulting wage offer distribution for type B workers is
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These calculations were done assuming 2=.14, the fraction of blacks in the NLSY sample. Increasing
2 lowers the mean earnings and offers.
28

The solution to the case of equal pay when 0<k<1 is currently unsolved. However, the example of k=0
is sufficient to show equal pay policies do not always eliminate the wage differential within this framework.
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In this case the disutility parameter, d, does not enter into the wage offer distribution. All differences
between type A and B workers are driven off the effective arrival rate differences.
Requiring the non-disutility firms to pay the same wage to both worker types, results in the
following: (i) the reservation wage of type B workers is still lower than that of type A workers due to
the lower effective arrival rates of offers; (ii) it is possible that some non-disutility firms specialize in
hiring an all type B work force by offering wages in the [rB,rA) range; (iii) disutility firms only offer
wages above rA since they wish to only attract type A workers; (iv) disutility and non-disutility firms
allocate themselves along the type A wage range so as to equalize utility among hiring type A workers;
and (v) non-disutility firms allocate themselves along the type B wage range (above rA) so as to
equalize the utility generated from hiring type B workers.
Condition (ii) is only true if it is possible to generate as much utility in this range as that
generated by offering rA and attracting both type A and B workers. Simulations show this only occurs
when 2 and (d are large. Since the wage differential remains even without this feature, we assume for
simplicity that the conditions for wages in this range to be offered are not met. Because of (iv), type
A workers face the same wage offer distribution as they do in the unequal pay case. Given the type A
distribution and (v), the resulting wage offer distribution for type B workers is
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It is straightforward to show that whB is less than whA (equation (21)). So that while the mean wage
offer of type B workers has increased, due to the infeasibility of offering wages below rA, it is still lower
than the mean wage offer of type A workers.
Hence, equal pay policies reduce but do not eliminate the wage differential. In this case, type
A workers are indifferent regarding equal wage policies, while type B workers prefer equal pay.
Disutility firms are also indifferent seeing the same utility from type A workers, but non-disutility firms
reject the equal pay policy since they have to pay type B workers a higher wage and still attract the
same labor stock.29 It is possible in this case for equal pay to have no effect on the wage distribution.
In the presence of a binding minimum wage, the lowest wage paid to both worker types under equal
pay is still the minimum wage. Replacing rA and rB with w in equations (34) and (37) shows equal pay
brings about no change in the type B wage offer distribution. Because we have a minimum wage in
our empirical example in section 4, imposing equal pay would not change the mean earnings of whites
and blacks if disutility firms refused to hire blacks (k=0).30 Thus, the equal pay legislation would be
completely ineffective.
Finally, so far the imposition of equal pay has not affected the unemployment rate gap between
type A and B workers. If in the example with k=0 we had not assumed conditions were such that the
lowest wage paid to type B workers was rA, but rather rB (<rA), then the policy would have lowered the
unemployment rate gap. The unemployment rate for type B workers would have remained unchanged,
but the rate for type A workers would have increased to
*
*%81(1&F(r A))

29
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Note, again, that the separability of the production function is a key assumption regarding the
segmentation of the labor market.
30

This minimum wage result is special to the k=0 case.
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since F(rA) is now greater than zero. That is, there are some wage offers made by non-disutility firms
to type A workers that are rejected.
6.

Conclusions
In this paper we analytically solve for the equilibrium wage distribution of a search model

where workers have different skills that are perfectly correlated with their appearance. Firms are
heterogeneous with respect to their preferences regarding worker’s appearance and, given the search
friction, firms offer different wages to workers of potentially the same quality. As a result, the
equilibrium earnings function includes the mean effects of skill differences, appearance differences
(race or sex) and an "unobserved" variance that is due to search frictions.
We show that it is possible, using standard labor market survey data, to identify these three
different effects. In particular, the disutility parameter, which affects a fraction of firms and is the
reason for the existence of discrimination, is distinguishable from the unobserved productivity
differential. This is because the two sources have different effects on the earnings distributions of the
discriminated workers. The presence of discriminatory behavior results in a kinked earnings
distribution where the wage differential is a function of the preference parameter. This parameter
cannot be estimated without a complete specification of the relationship between the preferences of
firms and their strategies regarding the wages of workers. We show the model fits well the main
features of the data including earnings and unemployment gaps between blacks and whites. Our
estimates for the productivity differential between blacks and whites are fairly close to those obtained
using ability test scores (AFQT). Furthermore, the estimated disutility level and fraction of disutility
firms are plausible.
Estimating a statistical discrimination model (for example, Sattinger (1998)) for the labor
market based on the same data is an important alternative to the Becker model estimated here. The
questions are whether such a model is empirically distinguishable from a model of pure productivity
differences, whether it can fit the observed wage and unemployment gaps between blacks and whites,
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and whether it can be tested against the Becker model. Such work would benefit the anti-discrimination
policy debates.
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Figure 1. Earnings Distributions of Type A and B Workers
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Figure 2. Pure Productivity Case
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Figure 3. Pure Discrimination Case
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Table 1. NLSY Moments for Male High School Graduates - 1985-1988
Whites

Blacks

Unemployment rate - April 1985

0.089

0.173

Unemployment duration in weeks

20.96

30.12

Fraction completed job spells ending in
unemployment

0.421

0.596

Mean weekly earnings - April 1985

270.17

230.26

Mean weekly offers

236.78

197.47

Job spell durations in weeks

215.53

168.30

Table 2. NLSY Earnings Regressions (dependent variable: log weekly wage)

black

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.1660
(0.0314)

-0.1694
(0.0309)

-0.0950
(0.0382)

0.0370
(0.0089)

0.0379
(0.0089)

age
AFQT

0.0527
(0.0089)

AFQT2

-0.0384
(0.0178)

Constant

5.5302
(0.0176)

R2
5.2%
Note: Standard errors are in parentheses.

4.6549
(0.2108)

4.6471
(0.2117)

8.4%

11.0%
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Table 3. Parameter Estimates Using Moments from NLSY
Parameter

Discrimination &
Productivity
(1)

Pure Discrimination
(2)

Pure
Productivity
(3)

80

0.0477

0.0477

0.0477

81

0.0326

0.0326

0.0326

*A

0.0047

0.0047

0.0047

*B

0.0069

0.0069

0.0069

w

134.00

134.00

134.00

PA

289.66

289.66

289.66

PB

263.58

289.66

259.76

µ

0.9515

1

0.6959

d

97.08

64.49

0

(d

0.5053

0.7280

0

k

0.4683

0.5822

1
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1:
Let wBn (wBd) be a utility maximizing wage for non-disutility (disutility) firms. Then by equations (7),
(8), and utility maximization,
(PB&wBn) lnB(wBn) $ (PB&wBd)l nB(wBd)
d

B

d

n

B

(A.1)

n

(PB&d&wB ) ld (wB ) $ (PB&d&wB ) ld (wB )

implying
(PB&wBn) lnB(wBn) & (PB&d&wBn) l dB(wBn)
d

B

d

d

B

d

n

$ (PB&wB ) ln (wB ) & (PB&d&wB ) ld (wB )

(A.2)

d

œ wB , wB .

Under the assumption of proportional arrival rates equations (10) and (11) give us lBd(wB) = k*lBn(wB).
Thus equation (A.2) becomes
(PB&wBn) lnB(wBn) & (PB&d&wBn) klnB(wBn)
d

B

d

d

B

(A.3)

d

$ (PB&wB ) ln (wB ) & (PB&d&wB ) kln (wB ).

Define X(wBn) equal to the left hand side of equation (A.3)
X(wBn) ' (PB&wBn) lnB(wBn) & (PB&d&wBn) kl nB(wBn).

(A.4)

The derivative of X(wBn)
)

X )(wBn) ' ((PB&wBn) (1&k)%kd) l nB (wBn) & (1&k) lnB(wBn) > 0

(A.5)

is strictly positive because by utility maximization we have (PB - wBn) lBn'(wBn) = lBn(wBn). Suppose the
d

n

n

wage offer distribution is not segmented, i.e. › wB 0(w n ,w B] where w n (w B) is the lower
B

B

(upper) support of the non-disutility firm’s set of utility maximizing wage offers. Then by equation
(A.5)
B

B

(PB&w nB)ln (w nB) & (PB&d&w nB)ld (w nB)
d

d
d B
< (PB&wBd)lnB(wB ) & (PB&d&wB )ld (wB )

wBd > w n

(A.6)

B

which violates equation (A.2). Thus the distribution is segmented with disutility firms offering wages
in the lower range:
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FdB(wB) ' FnB(wB) ' 0

wB # rB

B
B
Fd (wB) > 0 ; Fn (wB) ' 0
B
B
Fd (wB) ' 1 ; Fn (wB) > 0
B
B
Fd (wB) ' Fn (wB) ' 1

rB < wB # whd
whd # wB # whB

(A.7)

wB $ whB

where whB is the highest wage offered to type B workers and whd is the highest (lowest) wage offered
to type B workers by disutility (non-disutility) firms.
Substituting the conditions in equation (A.7) into equations (10), (11), (13) and (15) and solving for
the labor stocks yields equations (23) and (24). The equalization of utility within manager type
conditions are given by
(PB&d&rB) l dB(r B) ' (PB&d&wB) ldB(wB)

(A.8)

(PB&whd) l nB(whd) ' (PB&wB) lnB(wB).

(A.9)

and

Substituting in the labor stock functions from equations (23) and (24) yields the wage offer
distributions for disutility firms
B

Fd (wB) '

1%6B1
µ k61(d

& (

1%6B1
µ k61(d

) (

PB&d&wB
PB&d&rB

1

rB#wB#whd

(A.10)

) 2 whd # wB # whB

(A.11)

)2

and non-disutility firms
B

Fn (wB) '

1%µ 61(1&(d)
µ 61(1&(d)

&(

1%µ 61(1&(d)
µ 61(1&(d)

)(

PB&wB
PB&whd

1

where whd is given by the solution to FBd(whd)=1
whd ' PB&d & (

1%µ 61(1&(d)
1%6B1

)2 (PB&d&r B)

(A.12)

and whB is given by the solution to FBn(whB)=1
whB ' PB & (

1
)2 (PB&whd).
1%µ 61(1&(d)

(A.13)

The reservation wage for type B workers is solved for by substituting the wage offer distribution
expressions (A.10) and (A.11) into equation (8) and is given by:
rB '

xb % yPB
x%y

&

zd
(x%y) (1%µ 61(1&(d))2

(A.14)
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where x = (1+6B1 )2, y = µ 261 (60 - 61) (1- (d + k(d)2, and z = µ 2 61 (60 - 61) ((1 - (d + k(d)2 (1+µ61 (1(d))2 - (1-(d )2 (1+6B1 )2 ). The market wage offer distribution, the fraction of all firms paying wB or less
to type B workers (FB(wB)=(1-(d)FBn(wB)+(dFBd(wB)), is then given by equation (25) and the type B
earnings distribution from equation (15) is given by equation (26).
Proof of Proposition 2:
For the reservation wage ordering to be true the following must hold

rB '

xb % yPB
x%y

&

zd

<

(x%y)(1%µ 61(1&(d))2

(1%61)2b % (60&61)61PA
(1%61)2 % (60&61)61

' rA

(A.15)

where x, y and z are defined as in the proof of proposition 1. Rearranging terms yields:
y(1%61)2 (PB&b) & x(60&61) 61 (PA&b)% y(60&61) 61 (PB&PA)
(1%61)2 % (60&61)61
zd
<
.
(1%µ 61(1&(d))2

(A.16)

Given 0#µ#1, 0#k#1, and 80>81, z is positive; the denominator of the left hand side is positive; and
the first term in the left hand side is negative because PB#PA and
x(60&61) 61 & (1%61)2 y '
(60&61) 61 (1&µ (1&(d(1&k))) (µ (1%261) (1&(d(1&k)) % 1) > 0.

(A.17)

Thus, the right hand side is positive and the left hand side is negative and the inequality holds.
For stochastic dominance define w" such that G(w")=". Then using the earnings distributions for type
A and B workers given in equations (22) and (26), we have
1

"

wA ' PA&(PA&r A)

0#"#1

(1%"61)2

(A.18)

and
PB&d&(PB&d&rB)(
"

wB '
PB&(PB&whd)(

1
1%"6B1
B
1%61

)2

0#"#G B(whd)
(A.19)
2

B

(1%µ 61(1&(d)) (1%"61 )

)

B

G (whd)#"#1.

It is straightforward to show
wB" < wA"

œ " 0 [0,1]

if PA=PB. Since the derivative of w" with respect to P is positive and PB#PA,

(A.20)
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wB" < wA"

œ " 0 [0,1] /> G A(w) # G B(w)

œ w0 [rB,whA].

(A.21)

The mean earnings result follows directly from the stochastic dominance of the type A worker’s
earnings distribution. Mean wage offers are given by the following expressions for type A and type
B workers, respectively,
whA
A
Eo (wA)

' (d

m

whA
A
wAfd (wA)dwA

% (1&(d)

rA

m

A

wAfn (wA)dwA

rA

(A.22)

whA

m

'

A

wAf (wA)dwA

rA

and
B
Eo (wB)'

k(d

whd

k(d%1&(d m

B
wBfd (wB)dwB

%

whB

(1&(d)

k(d%1&(d m

B

wBf n (wB)dwB.

(A.23)

whd

rB

Equations (A.22) and (A.23) contain the expected wage offer from each firm type multiplied by the
probability of an offer from that type. Solving equations (A.22) and (A.23) yields the following
A

Eo (wA) '

61(3%261)PA%(3%361%621)rA

(A.24)

3(1%61)2

and
2

B
Eo (wB)

6B1 (3%26B1 )PB%(3%36B1 %6B1 )r B

'

%

B

3(1%61 )2

(A.25)

B

µ k61 (d d (2(1%µ 61(1&(d))%µ k61(d&2(1%µ 61(1&(d))2(1%61 )2)
B

B

3 61 (1%µ 61(1&(d))2 (1%61 )2

.

Since rB < rA, 6B1 # 61, PB # PA and the expression in EBo containing d is negative, EAo(wA) > EBo(wB).
QED.

Proof of Proposition 3:
The mean of the type A earnings distribution is
wh A
A

E (wA) '

m

rA

wA g A(wA) dwa '

P A 61 % r A
1 % 61

.

(A.26)
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Since this mean is not a function of d or (d, only the mean of the type B earnings distribution needs to
be examined to determine what happens to the wage differential. The type B mean is given by the
following expression:
E B(wB) ' (1&(d)

1%6B1

[

µ 61(1&(d)PB

rB

%

B
1&(d%k(d (1%µ 61(1&(d))2
(1%61 )2
µ k61(d(PB&d)
k
% (d
% r B]
[
B
(1&(d%k(d) (1%61 ) 1%µ 61(1&(d)

]

(A.27)

B

% (d(1&(d)

µ k61(1%61 ) (2%2µ 61(1&(d)%µ k61(d)
(1&(d%k(d) (1%6B1 )2 (1%µ 61(1&(d))2

(PB&d).

From equation (A.14) we have that rB is decreasing in d. Thus EB(wB ) is decreasing in d, and the wage
differential is increasing in d. The derivative of EB(wB) with respect to (d is also negative. To see this
note that if (d=0, then the expression in (A.27) reduces to that in (A.26). If (d=1, (A.27) becomes
E B(wB) '

(PB&d) µ k61 % rB
1 % µ k61

.

(A.28)

It is straightforward to show that (A.28) is smaller than (A.26). Equation (A.27), the expression for
the mean earnings of type B workers, falls between (A.26) and (A.28) approaching (A.28) as (d
increases. Thus the wage differential is increasing in (d. QED.
Proof of Proposition 4:
Under the assumptions k=1, µ=1 and d=0 mean earnings for type A and B workers are given by
E i(wi) '

Pi 61 % ri

i ' A, B

1 % 61

(A.29)

where ri equals
ri '

(1%61)2 b % (60&61) 61 Pi
(1%61)2 % (60&61) 61

i ' A, B.

(A.30)

Substituting ri into equation (A.29) we have
E B(wB)
E A(wA)

>

PB
PA

(A.31)

if and only if PA > PB which is true by assumption. QED.
Proof of Proposition 5:
Since profits from type A workers are equalized across disutility firms we only need to concern
ourselves with the profits from type B workers. For k=0, disutility firms do not hire type B workers
and thus profits do not vary with respect to wB. For k>0, we need to show
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(PB&wB)l dB(wB) < (PB&wB) )ldB(wB) ) œ wB, wB) 0 [rB,whd], wB < wB) .

(A.32)

By utility equalization we have
(PB&d&wB)ldB(wB) ' (PB&d&wB) )l dB(wB) ) œ wB, wB) 0 [r B,whd].

(A.33)

Solving for (PB-wB')lBd(wB') and substituting into the profit condition yields
d (ldB(wB) ) & l dB(wB)) > 0

œ wB, wB) 0 (rB,whd], wB <wB)

(A.34)

which is positive because lBd(wB) is increasing in wB.
To prove the second statement we need to only compare the profits of the two firm types at whd, since
profits are equalized across non-disutility firms and increasing in the wage for disutility firms. For
profits to be greater for non-disutility firms the following must hold
(PB&whd)l nB(whd) > (PB&whd)ldB(whd).

(A.35)

It does because the labor stock is greater at non-disutility firms due to their higher offer arrival rates.
QED.

Proof of Proposition 6:
For the pure productivity case with µ=1 the wage differential for the "-percentile is given by
wB"
"

'

PB&(PB&rB)(1%"61)&2
PA&(PA&rB)(1%"61)&2

wA

.

(A.36)

The derivative of the "-percentile wage differential with respect to " is
M

wB"
"

wA
M"

'

2(1%"61)61(PBrA&PArB)

(A.37)

((1%"61)2PA&PA%rA)2

which is negative because PBrA-PArB = (1+61)2b(PB-PA) < 0 by assumption. Hence under the pure
productivity case the wage differential between type A and B workers gets larger as " increases.
For the pure discrimination case with k=1 the wage differential for the "-percentile is given by
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P&d&(P&d&rB)(1%"61)&2

wB"
"

wA

0#"#G B(whd)
P&(P&rA)(1%"61)&2
1%61
'
P&(P&whd)(
)2
(1%61(1&(d)) (1%"61)
G B(whd)#"#1.
P&(P&r A)(1%"61)&2

(A.38)

The derivative of the wage differential with respect to " for "<GB(whd) is
M

wB"
"

wA
M"

'

2(1%"61)61((P&d)rA&Pr B)

(A.39)

((1%"61)2P&P%rA)2

which is negative because (P-d)rA-PB < 0. Thus for percentiles below GB(whd) the wage differential
is increasing. The derivative of the wage differential with respect to " for "$GB(whd) after substituting
in for whd and simplifying is
M

wB"
"
wA

M"

2(1%"61)61P(rA&rB%d((
'

1%61
1%61(1&(d)

)2&1))

(A.40)

((1%"61)2P&P%rA)2

which is positive because rA$rB and (d#1. Thus for percentiles above GB(whd) the wage differential
is decreasing. QED.
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Appendix B. Data Description
To be in our sample a respondent must be a black or white male, have been interviewed in
1986, graduated from high school after 1977 and before 1985 (GED recipients are dropped), not gone
on to any further education before 1989, and not served in the military between 1985-1988. The
respondent must either be employed in a full-time job ($ 35 hours/week) in the private sector in April
1985 or if unemployed have found a private sector full-time job before December 1988 and must not
have spent more than half a year's time (>26 weeks) out of the labor force in each year between 19851988.
For each respondent who meets these criteria we collect the following. The state unemployment or employment - they are in the first week of April 1985.31 If employed we collect the
wage on the current job and the duration of the job (we know the exact starting date so there is no left
censoring). If the job ends prior to December 198832, the transition to unemployment or another job
is noted and, if the transition is to unemployment, the duration to the next full-time job is recorded. If
the respondent is unemployed in April 1985, we record the wage on the first full-time job after April
1985, the job duration, the transition and the unemployment duration if available. All durations are in
weeks and all wages are converted to weekly wages (all wages are in 1985 dollars). Because of
problems with measurement error we treat as missing all wage responses that do not fall within upper
(95th percentile) and lower (5th percentile) bounds collected from the U.S. March Current Population
Survey outgoing rotation groups. We also treat as missing any wage observations below the legislated
minimum wage of $3.35*40 hours = $134.00.
The means in Table 1 are calculated as follows: the unemployment rate is the fraction of
respondents in the sample who do not have a job in the first week of April 1985; the mean
unemployment duration is the mean of the unemployment durations following the job spells; the
fraction of completed spells ending in unemployment is the number of respondents employed in April
1985 that transition to unemployment before December 1988 divided by the total number of
respondents employed in April with jobs that end prior to December 1988; the mean earnings is the
mean of weekly wages from jobs that are ongoing in April 1985; the mean wage offer is the mean of
the weekly wages of jobs that start after April 1985; and the mean job duration is the mean of job spell
durations ongoing in April 1985.

31

April 1985 was chosen to produce unemployment rates consistent with annual averages.

32

If the job does not end prior to December 1988, it is treated as censored.
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